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WHY OCEAN 

LITERACY?

‘Ocean Literacy’ focuses on an understanding of the 
ocean’s in�uence on people and people’s in�uence 
on the ocean. An ocean-literate person knows the 
Essential Principles about the ocean; can              
communicate about the ocean in a meaningful way 
and  is able to make informed and responsible       
decisions regarding the ocean and its resources.

Ocean Literacy (2013)
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THE OCEAN

The Ocean is a signi�cant physical feature on Earth. 
It contains 97% of Earth’s water and covers almost 
70% of planet’s surface. Life in Earth exists because 
of the ocean and depends on it. For this reason 
people awareness on the ocean is very important for 
the continue of life.

The Ocean is one with different basins and names:
the North Paci�c, South Paci�c, North Atlantic, South 
Atlantic, Indian, Southern, and Arctic.
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THE ESSENTIAL 

PRINCIPLES 
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1. The Earth has one big ocean with many features. 

2. The Ocean and life in the ocean shape the feature 
of Earth. 

3. The Ocean is a major in�uence in weather and 
climate.

4. The Ocean made Earth habitable. 

5. The Ocean supports a great diversity of life and 
ecosystems. 

6. The Ocean and humans are inextricably                  
interconnected.

 7. The ocean is largely unexplored. 

                 Ocean Literacy (2013)



WHY OCEAN LITERACY 

FOR PRE-SCHOOLERS?

According to many different scienti�c approaches 
the early childhood is the best period for young    
children's ecological awareness. In this age children 
can more easily acquire positive views and attitudes 
related to ecological issues. A positive relation to the 
Ocean can be more stable and effective if it starts in 
early years.
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WHY A STORY ABOUT 

THE OCEAN?

When a child reads or listens to a story it has the 
chance to enter a new �eld of experiences through 
by becoming a part of the story and following the 
actions of the stories’ heroes. Stories for children 
help them to learn new things in many different   
subjects and to choose new attitudes both politically 
and ecologically correct. At the same time through 
the stories, children can get an active attitude 
towards life, as the stories’ heroes usually do. Sto-
ries can educate children in respecting the Ocean 
and at the same time in accepting human and eco-
logical values that do not change in time and place.
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WHY AN E-BOOK FOR 

PRE-SCHOOLERS?

Besides the classical ways of teaching and learning, 
ocean literacy could be promoted through digital 
literacy, since this approach constitutes an attractive 
way of learning especially for new generations. The 
frame created through different digital tools as  
e-books, internet etc, gives the children a great 
wealth of opportunities for environmental and        
cultural exchange. The access to “user friendly” 
online  resources helps young children not only to 
acquire new knowledge but also collaborate and 
communicate with other children. 
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THE STORY OF THE 

E-BOOK

The story of the book has the structure of a treasure 
hunt. The central hero, traveling with a submarine, 
gets to know different areas and creatures of the 
ocean, seeking the 'secret of a great treasure'. The 
hero of the story �nds some clues for his/her       
treasure hunt in a diary that his/her grandfather has 
left in the submarine. At the end of the trip, the main 
character discovers that the treasure was the trip to 
the ocean itself.
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ΤHE ECOLOGICAL ISSUES

Based on the content of the story, many ecological 
issues related to the ocean can be approached. 
These include the ocean's relationship to climate 
and weather, sea pollution, sea �ora and fauna, 
ocean ecosystems, endangered organisms, marine 
geology, ocean exploration, scienti�c research 
regarding the ocean and others.
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THE INTERCULTURAL ISSUES

Along with ecological issues, due to the content of 
the story, important intercultural issues can be 
approached, such as cultural exchanges and            
intercultural communication through the ocean,            
similarities and differences of areas bordering the 
oceans, the effects of oceans on cultural traditions 
and references, professions and occupations of 
people in different parts of the world.
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TRANSVERSAL COMPETENCIES

The e-book through the story and the illustrations 
also promotes important transversal competencies 
as they are recommended by the EC. Main             
transversal competencies are the development of 
cooperation between the people, the adoption of 
socially responsible perceptions and statues in the 
community and in the world, the development of 
empathy etc.
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THE MAIN CHARACTER

The main innovative element of the book is that each 
child can become the central hero of the story. The 
child chooses whether to be a boy or girl and gives 
the name he/she wants to the main character. 
Through this process, each child creates a personal 
relationship with the evolution of the story and       
motivates his/her interest in the data presented 
about the Ocean.
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ILLUSTRATION OF 

THE STORY

The illustration of the book is not just decorative. In 
combination with the text, it is a training material 
that helps children get to know the Ocean better. At 
the same time, it is an element that increases the 
attractiveness of the book and motivates children to 
continue listening and/or reading.
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THE NARRATION OF 

THE STORY

Children have the opportunity to hear the story as 
they browse the pages of the book. Narration is a 
very attractive activity for young children, and it is 
possible to repeat it as many times as the child 
wants. For older children, the narration of the story 
can be combined with reading, a process that helps 
cultivate their reading skills. 
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THE INTERACTIVE FEATURES

The interactive features cultivate the child's interest 
in the story of the book and promote interaction with 
it. At the same time, they are a feature that "livens 
up" the book and makes listening and/or reading 
more attractive. Interactive features are usually 
accompanied by appropriate sounds and             
movements, features that make the image of ocean 
and marine life more vivid.
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READING THE E-BOOK 

WITH THE CHILDREN

Although children can listen to the story themselves 
and “play” with interactive activities, using the 
e-book together with an adult is recommended. The 
adult can discuss a number of topics related to the 
ocean mentioned in the story of the book with the 
child. The discussion should take advantage of the 
knowledge and experiences that children already 
have, as well as - through appropriate                    
questions - motivate children to think about issues 
they may be hearing for the �rst time.
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CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

The design of the e-book has taken into account the 
possibility of its use by children with special needs.
The combination of text, images, audio and                  
interactive features makes this material friendly to 
children with visual, hearing or other special         
problems. The cooperation of these children with 
adults - parents or teachers - in the use of the above 
material and the development of discussion about 
its content can signi�cantly increase the                       
effectiveness of the material and the achievement of 
its goals.



PLANNING A PROJECT

The material can be combined with many different 
subjects such as language, science, geography, 
mathematics, arts and more. The project method is 
a recommended method of using the material, as 
the e-book can be the starting point, but also the 
main material for the development of an         
ocean-related project. The combination of its            
experiential and research dimension makes it one of 
the most effective teaching and learning methods 
both for pre-school and for the primary or secondary 
school grades.
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Indicative thematic dimensions that can be                 
developed in the context of the ocean literacy project 
can be:

- The oceans of the earth
- The importance of the ocean for the planet
- Life in the ocean
- Flora and fauna of the ocean
- The bottom of the ocean
- The pollution of the ocean
- The protection of the ocean
- The effect of the ocean on climate/weather
- Ocean and energy production
- Ocean, shipping and commerce
- Travelling in the ocean
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DIMENSIONS OF THE PROJECT

- Occupations related to the ocean
- The ocean and cultural exchanges
- Ocean and discoveries
- Great seafarers
- Adventures in the ocean
- Survival in the ocean
- Ocean and literature
- Ocean and music
- Ocean and painting/collage/handcrafts
- Sciences/scientists of the ocean
- Ocean activists
- The mapping of the ocean
- Countries and cities on ocean coasts
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Mathematical skills
Ocean literacy competences: The child
identi�es elements from the aquatic environment.
The theme of the activity: ’’Organizing the bottom of the 
ocean ’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To sort the objects according to color, shape and size
- To count the sorted objects;

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Plastic bottles, bags, bottle caps

Activity steps: The teacher brings a box full of different 
objects that can be found at the bottom of the ocean. The 
children have to sort the objects according to color, size 
and shape. After sorting, the children have to count the 
objects from every lot. The teacher gives the children an 
anchor as a reward.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Mathematical skills
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es and 
names a variety of everyday materials.
The theme of the activity: ’’Fish and count’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To count the �sh;
- To place the �sh in the right bucket
- To indicate the �rst and the last �sh
- To create groups of small and big �sh; To make pairs 
of �sh;

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Paper �sh of different colors and 
shapes, buckets, numbers

Activity steps: The teacher is announcing the children 
that they will �sh and count their capture. The children 
will work in pairs of two. Every pair will solve a task. The 
tasks are: To count the �sh; To place the �sh in the right 
bucket; To indicate the �rst and the last �sh; To create 
groups of small and big �sh; To make pair of �sh; Every 
correct answer will bring a golden �sh.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Expressiveness and 
creativity development through painting
Ocean literacy competences: The child describes the 
simple psysical properties of a variety of everyday 
materials.
The theme of the activity: ’’Magic �sh’’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To paint the �sh scale using corks ;
- To respect the indications given;
- To use as many colors as possible.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: corks, colors, water, paper.

Activity steps: The children are sitting at a table. They
discover the material for the activity and the teacher 
explains the work method: the cork will be melted in 
the colour and placed by the scale of the �sh. It is 
necessary to use as many colors as possible that in the 
end the �sh will be colorful. It’s important to respect the 
outline of the �sh when painting.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Creative skills
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es 
elements from the aquatic environment
The theme of the activity: ’’Melting colors’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To paint with melting colors;
- To use their imagination and creativity.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Sticks, watercolors, paper.

Activity steps: The teacher is showing the children 
some pictures with the ocean then proposes the 
children to paint the ocean with watercolors. Before 
painting, the children will turn some colors in some 
small glasses, introduce a stick in each color and then 
introduce the colors in the fridge. After a while they 
remove the colors from the fridge . The colors are 
frozen and they can remove every color from the glass 
using the stick. They will paint the ocean with these 
frozen colors. As the colors melt they can easily paint.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Movement skills
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es           
activities developed by human for environmental care 
and protection.
The theme of the activity: “Throw the jelly�sh”   

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To execute the execises as the teacher says;
- To respect the rules;
- To throw and catch the jelly�sh ball with both hands.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Ball

Activity steps: The teacher is showing the children 
some body warm-up movements for preparing the 
children for the activity. Every child will choose a pair. 
They will sit from one side to another of a rope. They 
will receive a jelly�sh ball and they will throw the ball 
above the rope from one to another using both hands. 
The team who throws and catches correctly the ball 
receives a shell. The game is won by the team that has 
a lot of shells.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Cooking skills
Ocean literacy competences: The child    identi�es the 
bene�ts that the environment gives to people.
The theme of the activity: ’’Fish cookies”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To respect the recipe;
- To use the correct ingredients.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Dough for cookies, small candies, 
food coloring, �sh forms.

Activity steps: The teacher is proposing the children to 
make some �sh cookies, First the teacher is reading 
the recipe, presents the ingredients and explains the 
steps in making this cooking activity. The children using 
the �sh forms will make �sh from the dough for        
cookies. After the �sh are done they will decorate the 
�sh using food coloring and small candies. In the end, 
the teacher puts the cookies in the oven.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Creativity development 
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es a 
variety of changes on the environment. 
The theme of the activity: “Tactile wave’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To establish the components of  the ocean;
- To �ll the bag with water, sand, shells;
-To manipulate the tactile wave.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Bag, water, shells, sand.

Activity steps: The teacher presents a short movie 
about the waves and the way they are made. After 
seeing the movie the children discover on the tables 
sand, shells, bags, water and the teacher tells them 
that they are going to make a tactile wave so they can 
feel the wave and imagine they are by the sea. The 
children �ll the bags with sand, shells and water and 
after that they close the bag. In the end, they can play 
with the tactile wave.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Practical abilities
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es           
activities developed by human for environmental care 
and protection.
The theme of the activity: “Recycle and play’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To respect the rules;
- To paste materials in the right paste.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Cd, paper, plastic eyes, glue.

Activity steps: The teacher is talking about the negative 
effects of water pollution and the importance of 
recycling. The teacher establishes with the children 
which materials are recyclable. The teacher proposes 
an interesting and creative activity, making �sh from 
cd`s. The children discover the objects prepared for this 
activity and the teacher is presenting the steps they 
need to follow .
The children will paste on the cd the paper �ns, paper 
tail, the plastic eyes of the �sh and they will decorate 
the �sh as they like.



LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Language development
Ocean literacy competences: The child     identi�es the 
bene�ts that the environment gives to people.
The theme of the activity: “Read the pictures”

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To listen to the story;
- To present their opinion;
- To identify the unknown words.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Pictures

Activity steps: The teacher is telling the ”Water World 
Adventure”story and presents some pictures for the 
children to understand the story easier. The children 
will contribute to the story with their own opinions. The 
information given by the teacher is: the place where the 
action takes place, the names of the main characters, 
the rest of the characters and action and the end of the 
story are given by the children.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

3 - 4 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Language development
Ocean literacy competences: The child    identi�es and 
describes the basic needs of humans, necessary for 
their survival. 
The theme of the activity: “Make a story digging’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To dig in the sand for pictures;
- To make a story with the words from the pictures;
- To plant the pictures in the way the story goes.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Picture cards, sand, plant pots.

Activity steps: The teacher is telling the children the ” 
Water World Adventure” story. After listening to the 
story the teacher announces the children that they will 
make their own story about ocean life using words that 
can be found only digging in the sand. One child comes 
in front, digs in the sand, �nds a picture, plants the �rst 
picture in the plant pot and starts the story. The                
following child digs for another word, plants the word in 
the second pot and continues the story using the word 
found. The story continues until all children come in 
front and �nd a picture. 
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Mathematical skills;
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es the 
bene�ts that the environment gives to people. By the 
end of pre-school, the child     identi�es elements from 
the natural (e.g. orographic accidents, rocks, water 
lines, etc.) and social environment (e.g. constructions, 
services, communication routes, etc.).
The theme of the activity: “Shell collecting’’

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To collect shells of different shapes, color and size;
- To compare the shapes, color and size of every shell;
- To count the shells.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: bags for collecting, shells.

Activity steps: The teacher begins by explaining the 
children that they will be looking for shells to collect 
during a walk in the classroom. While �nding the 
shells, the teacher and the children will be talking 
about the shape, the color and the size of every shell. 
After collecting the shells the children will sort all the 
shells according to their color, shape and size. They will 
compare shells of different color, size and shape and, in 
the end, they will count every group of shells created. 
The children will be rewarded with a chocolate shell.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Mathematical skills;
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es activi-
ties developed by human for environmental care and 
protection. By the end of pre-school, the child recogniz-
es that the human being has physiologic necessities 
(e.g. thirst, hunger, rest…), security (shelter and 
protection), social, esteem, self-accomplishment, and 
that it goes through a process of growth and develop-
ment that explain similarities and differences to other 
living things on Earth.
The theme of the activity: “Treasure hunt’’

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The yard

Actions to be done:
- To follow the instructions;
- To �nd the all the clues;
- To solve the message of the clue.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Small plastic gold coins, small 
plastic rings, play money, a map. 

Activity steps: The teacher must �rst hide the treasure 
box in a good hiding place in the yard. Next the teacher 
will prepare a creative map for the children to follow 
(ex. Start at the tree in the bike area, solve the message 
to �nd the following clue). Every clue contains a       
mathematical task. Example of mathematical tasks: 
walk three steps in front until you get to the playhouse, 
count to �ve and you will see another clue, place two 
paper �owers in front of every �ower in the garden, clap 
your hands four times, pick up �ve yellow �owers.One 
by one each child solves a task. Finally, when the kids 
come to the place where the treasure is hidden, they 
open it  and pick something from the inside to play with. 
it.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Social and emotional 
development;
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es           
activities developed by human for environmental care 
and protection. By the end of pre-school, the child 
veri�es that animals have particular characteristics and 
that they can be grouped according to different criteria 
(e.g. coating, reproduction, locomotion, …) 
The theme of the activity: “Guess the sound’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To guess the sound;
- To show interest for the activity.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Bottles, shells, bottles with sand, 
stones, box.

Activity steps: At the beginning of the activity the teacher 
show the children different instruments made from 
objects that can be found by the ocean (bottles , shells, 
sand, stones, box). The teacher asks the children to lie 
down on their backs with their eyes closed. Turns the 
light off and silently move about the room. The teacher 
tells the children that he is going to make a noise in the 
classroom using the instruments shown and it will be 
their job to guess what sound is it, what instrument is it 
and what the instrument is made of.  The teacher 
knocks on a bottle, runs his hands through the  box or 
tap on the stones, shakes the shells. The teacher tells 
the children to sit up and open their eyes. The teacher  
allows the class to guess the sound . The teacher allows 
the correct guesser to  make a noise for everyone else 
to guess.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Social and emotional 
development
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es a 
variety of changes on the environment. By the end of 
pre-school, the child identi�es the different parts of the 
different types of animals and recognizes some aspects 
of their characteristics and way of life (e.g. ants, snails, 
crabs, …)
The theme of the activity: “Golden �sh’’

Duration: 20 minutes.

Place of the activity: The class.

Actions to be done:
- To paint the �sh;
- To use creativity in painting the �sh.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Paint, brush, water, napkin, glitter.

Activity steps: At the beginning of the activity the teacher 
shows the children  some grey and ugly  �sh made of 
cardboard. The teacher tells the children that those �sh 
could ful�ll a desire only if they were golden �sh. So the 
teacher propose the children to paint the �sh using 
golden paint and glitter so the �sh become golden �sh. 
The children will paint those �sh with the golden paint 
and will put some glitter on the �sh. They will use water 
and napkins when they want to switch colour with 
glitter or glitter with colour. 
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Stimulates the curiosity 
about the environment
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es the 
basic structure of a variety of animals. By the end of 
pre-school, the child identi�es the different parts of the 
different types of animals and recognizes some aspects 
of their characteristics and way of life (e.g. ants, snails, 
crabs, …)
The theme of the activity: “’Fish aquarium’’

Duration: 15 minutes.

Place of the activity: The class.

Actions to be done:
- To name the things from the aquarium;
- To say everything they know about the things from the 
aquarium;
- To describe all the things they see in the aquarium;
- To improve their knowledge about water world.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Aquarium.

Activity steps: The teacher brings an aquarium in the 
classroom to  observe all the things inside it. One by one 
each child comes in front and observes the �sh, the 
shells, the sand, etc and describes these things. During 
the observation, the teacher stimulates the children 
imagination  using sound of aquatic animals. The   
teacher also shows the children some images with 
other water animals that live in the ocean but can be 
seen only at the zoo.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Movement skills;
Ocean literacy competences: The child identi�es 
elements from the aquatic environment. By the end of 
pre-school, the child identi�es elements from the 
natural (e.g. orographic accidents, rocks, water lines, 
etc.) and social environment (e.g. constructions, 
services, communication routes, etc.).
The theme of the activity: “Hop in the hoops’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The yard

Actions to be done:
- To walk around the hoops without touching them;
- To run around the hoops without touching them
- To touch the sea animals following the instructions 
given.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Different colored hoops, sea 
animals(toys), drum.

Activity steps: The teacher let the children warm up in 
the yard. The teacher gives the children different ideas 
for moving around, walk, hop, run. The teacher places 
lots of different coloured hoops around the open space. 
Every hoop has a sea animal on it. The teacher    
demonstrates how to walk and run around without 
touching the hoops with the sea animals. For the 
following instruction, the teacher is using a drum.The 
teacher beats the drum and requests the children to put 
a hand on a hoop that contains a �sh.The teacher beats 
the drum again and requests the children to pun their 
foot in a hoop that contains a star�sh, one �nger in a 
hoop that contains an octopus, three �ngers on a hoop 
that contains a seahorse. And so the game continues 
until they touch every sea animal.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Movement skills;
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child veri�es that animals have particular              
characteristics and that they can be grouped according 
to different criteria (e.g. coating, reproduction,                
locomotion, …) By the end of pre-school, the child 
identi�es the different parts of the different types of 
animals and recognizes some aspects of their          
characteristics and way of life (e.g. ants, snails, crabs, 
…)
The theme of the activity: “Mermaids  and seahorses 
dance ’’’

Duration: 15 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To dance respecting the rules;
- To dance only on their part of the song;
- To dance with the partner when the teacher says.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Little mermaid theme song (Under 
the sea)

Activity steps: The teacher begins by asking the children 
to imagine they are under the sea . The girls will be 
mermaids and the boys will be seahorses.  The teacher 
explains the rules and shows the moves. On the �rst 
part of the song the girls dance, on the following part 
the boys dance and in the end they choose a partner and 
dance together, the mermaids and the seahorses.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Social and emotional 
development;
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child veri�es that animals have particular                
characteristics and that they can be grouped according 
to different criteria (e.g. coating, reproduction,                 
locomotion, …) By the end of pre-school, the child 
identi�es the different parts of the different types of 
animals and recognizes some aspects of their          
characteristics and way of life (e.g. ants, snails, crabs, 
…)
The theme of the activity: “The big octopus”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To cut the paper into small pieces ;
- To paste the small pieces of paper making a circle;
- To paste the circles one by one.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Colored paper, glue, balloon, 
marker.

Activity steps: At the beginning of the activity the teacher 
shows the children a balloon. The teacher draws one 
mouth, two eyes on the balloon and tells the children 
that the balloon represents the head of an octopus. They 
will make the tentacles of the octopus. The children 
sitting at the table discover glue, colored paper and 
scissors. The teacher explains step by step what they 
have to do. The children will cut the paper into small 
pieces, will paste every small piece obtaining a circle. 
Than they will paste the circles one to another so they 
will obtain the tentacles of an octopus. In the end they 
will paste the tentacles on the balloon.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Language development
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child is able to identify sequences of life cycles of 
different phenomena related to daily life (e.g. state of 
the whether). By the end of pre-school, the child shows 
concern with the nature and environment preservation, 
identifying some good practices.
The theme of the activity: “I say one, you say two”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To name the words from the pictures;
- To establish the plural of the words.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Pictures.

Activity steps: The teacher begins by showing the 
children some pictures related to water world. Each 
child will choose one picture, describe the image and 
establish the plural. For example: one whale - two 
whales, �sh-�sh, boat-boats, treasure - treasures, 
submarine-submarines. In the end, each child that 
gave a right answer will paste the image in water world 
corner. 
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

4 - 5 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Language development
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child is able to describe the importance of domestic 
waste sorting, identifying materials to deposit in each 
different waste container. By the end of pre-school, the 
child shows concern with the nature and environment 
preservation, identifying some good practices.
The theme of the activity: “Water words”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To cut pictures from magazines;
- To glue the pictures on a poster
- To make up sentences with the words from the 
poster.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Magazines, glue, scissors.

Activity steps: The teacher begins by showing the 
children some magazines containing pictures and 
information about water world. The teacher explains 
the children what they have to do. The children will 
choose different pictures about water world from the 
magazine, will cut them and then paste them on a 
poster. After the poster is done the children one by one 
will pick a water word and make up a sentence with that 
word. The children will be rewarded with candies.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Cooking skills
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child recognizes that the human being has         
physiologic necessities (e.g. thirst, hunger, rest…), 
security (shelter and protection), social, esteem, 
self-accomplishment, and that it goes through a 
process of growth and development that explain 
similarities and differences to other living things on 
Earth. The child identi�es and describes the basic 
needs of humans, necessary for their survival.
The theme of the activity: “Aquatic cake”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To respect the recipe;
- To use the correct ingredients.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Cheese cream, small candies, 
biscuits, �sh forms, caramel syrup, whipping cream, 
round shape.

Activity steps: The teacher is proposing the children to 
make a cake to celebrate Gea`s return home. First the 
teacher is reading the recipe, presents the ingredients 
and explains the steps in making this cake. The children 
will come one by one and help her make the cake. After 
the cake is done they will decorate it with �sh and small 
candies. In the end, the teacher puts the cake in the 
fridge, it is a no-bake cake.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Creativity development 
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child veri�es that animals have particular             
characteristics and that they can be grouped according 
to different criteria (e.g. coating, reproduction,                
locomotion, …) By the end of pre-school, the child 
identi�es the different parts of the different types of 
animals and recognizes some aspects of their          
characteristics and way of life (e.g. ants, snails, crabs, 
…)
The theme of the activity: “Paper plate turtle”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To cut the parts of the body of the turtle;
- To glue the parts on the paper plate.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Green paper plate (make sure it is 
green on the bottom too), light green craft foam or card 
stock, scissors, wiggle eyes, glue, pen.

Activity steps: The teacher gives the template with the 
parts of the body of the turtle to the kids to cut them out. 
They cut out four ovals for feet and a larger oval for 
head. They turn the plate upside down and they glue the 
ovals to the bottom positioning them as shown in the 
picture presented. They cut out a small triangle for a 
tail. They glue it in place, cut out a bunch of small 
circles, glue it to the the top of the plate. Glue on wiggle 
eyes.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Creativity development 
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child recognizes that the human being has         
physiologic necessities (e.g. thirst, hunger, rest…), 
security (shelter and protection), social, esteem,                      
self-accomplishment, and that it goes through a 
process of growth and development that explain 
similarities and differences to other living things on 
Earth. By the end of pre-school, the child shows 
concern with the nature and environment preservation, 
identifying some good practices.
The theme of the activity: “The Submarine”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To cut the paper dots for the windows of the             
submarine;
- To glue the parts of the submarine.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Water bottle, scissors, paper dots, 
glue, pen, colored straw, paint colors, brush.

Activity steps: The teacher gives the template with the 
paper dots to the kids to cut them out. They cut out four 
ovals for the windows. They paint the submarine then 
glue the paper dots as the windows of the submarine. 
Then they make a hole in the front part of the submarine 
and glue the straw to stay �rm. The straw is the 
spyglass of the submarine.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Language development
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child shows concern with the nature and                   
environment preservation, identifying some good 
practices. By the end of pre-school, the child is able to 
describe the importance of domestic waste sorting, 
identifying materials to deposit in each different waste 
container.
The theme of the activity: “The story-teller”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To tell the story to a small group;
- To use their own words to tell the story;
- To explain unknown words.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Pictures from the story.

Activity steps: The teacher puts the children in small 
groups and then gives each child from each group two 
pictures from the story with Gea. The children see all 
the pictures and then rearrange them in the correct 
order and then begin to tell the story. Each child tells the 
part from the picture. They can stop and explain new 
words that the other children do not understand. They 
continue until the end of the story.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Mathematical skills
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child is able to describe the importance of domestic 
waste sorting, identifying materials to deposit in each 
different waste container. By the end of pre-school, the 
child shows concern with the nature and environment 
preservation, identifying some good practices.
The theme of the activity: “We play in the Indian Ocean”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To sort the animals from the ocean;
- To place the animals in the correct group;
- To count the animals in each group;
- To indicate the neighbors (right and left) of a certain 
number.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Paper animals, numbers, blue 
material.

Activity steps: The teacher is announcing the children 
that they will �sh and count their capture. The children 
will work in two groups. The tasks are:
- To sort the animals from the ocean;
- To place the animals in the correct group;
- To count the animals in each group;
- To indicate the neighbors (right and left) of a certain 
number.
Every correct answer will bring a blue dot for the tea.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Social and emotional 
development
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child veri�es that animals have particular charac-
teristics and that they can be grouped according to 
different criteria (e.g. coating, reproduction, locomotion, 
…) By the end of pre-school, the child identi�es the 
different parts of the different types of animals and 
recognizes some aspects of their characteristics and 
way of life (e.g. ants, snails, crabs, …)
The theme of the activity: “Animals in the ocean”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To learn the song ”The animals in the ocean” ;
- To show interest for the activity;
- To imitate the sounds.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Cd player, cards with the animals 
from the song.

Activity steps: At the beginning of the activity the teacher 
shows pictures with some of the animals from the story 
and tells the children that they are going to learn a song 
about the animals from the story.It is a very beautiful 
song, but �rst they have to start with some vocal exer-
cises and then they will learn the rhymes and the 
melody of the song.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Expressiveness and 
creativity development by painting
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child identi�es elements from the natural (e.g. 
orographic accidents, rocks, water lines, etc.) and social 
environment (e.g. constructions, services,                    
communication routes, etc.) By the end of pre-school, 
the child identi�es elements from the natural and social             
environment.
The theme of the activity: “Waves”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To paint the �sh using forks ;
- To respect the indications given;
- To use as many colors as possible.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Wool wires, colors, water, paper.

Activity steps: The teacher gives the children a paper 
and blue and green colors. And then she gives them 
some wool wires, not very long. They put the wires in 
paint and then make waves on the papers. They let the 
paint dry and then with some clean wires they will 
make the algae in the ocean, like in the story.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: Expressiveness and 
creativity development by painting
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child identi�es elements from the natural (e.g. 
orographic accidents, rocks, water lines, etc.) and social 
environment (e.g. constructions, services,                    
communication routes, etc.) By the end of pre-school, 
the child identi�es elements from the natural and social 
environment.
The theme of the activity: “Rainbow �sh”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To paint the �sh using forks ;
- To respect the indications given;
- To use as many colors as possible.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Forks, colors, water, paper.

Activity steps: The teacher gives the children a paper 
with a �sh draw on it. They discover the material for the 
activity and the teacher explains the work method: they 
will put the fork in red then put one scale of the �sh. 
Then with yellow they make another scale on the body 
of the �sh that is on the paper, and so on with all the 
colors of the rainbow. The children are sitting at the 
table.
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: To stimulate curiosity 
about the animals in the ocean
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child veri�es that animals have particular             
characteristics and that they can be grouped according 
to different criteria (e.g. coating, reproduction,                
locomotion, …) By the end of pre-school, the child 
identi�es the different parts of the different types of 
animals and recognizes some aspects of their           
characteristics and way of life (e.g. ants, snails, crabs, 
…)
The theme of the activity: “Jane - the turtle”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To name the animals from the picture;
- To name the parts of the body of the turtle;
- To improve their knowledge about the life of turtles.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Jane the turtle, pictures with 
marine animals.

Activity steps: The teacher brings some pictures with 
animals from the story and then, after they talk about 
the animals from the pictures, she surprises them by 
bringing Jane, the turtle, in the classroom. They  
discover the parts of Jane`s body, without hurting Jane. 
And then the teacher starts to say more things about the 
life of turtles: how they eat, what they eat, where they 
live, how they reproduce. All of these information are 
presented with pictures and then in the end she shows 
the pictures again and let the children say what they 
remember. 
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LEVEL OF AGE: 

5 - 6 YEARS

Competences to be developed: movement skills
Ocean literacy competences: By the end of pre-school, 
the child recognizes that the human being has            
physiologic necessities (e.g. thirst, hunger, rest…), 
security (shelter and protection), social, esteem, 
self-accomplishment, and that it goes through a 
process of growth and development that explain 
similarities and differences to other living things on 
Earth. By the end of pre-school, the child shows 
concern with the nature and environment preservation, 
identifying some good practices.
The theme of the activity: “Search for your place”

Duration: 20 minutes

Place of the activity: The class

Actions to be done:
- To know the habitual place of certain animals;
- To run to the correct ”ocean”.

Necessary resources:
Material resources: Different printed animal cards and 
ocean names, music, cd player.

Activity steps: The teacher gives the children 3 types of 
cards with 3 different animals: dolphins, whales and 
octopuses, each child receives a card . And she puts 
them in three different parts, three different papers with 
three oceans where these animals live: North Atlantic, 
South Atlantic and Indian Ocean. When the music starts 
all the ”animals” dance in the ”water” but when the 
music stops the animals have to run to their home, the 
ocean that they live in.
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